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Hello everyone
Welcome to the webinar on apprenticeship opportunities for individuals with learning 
disabilities, difficulties and/or autism from a training provider perspective, funded through 
The Education and Training Foundation.
My name is Claire Gardner and I am the Managing Director of Dynamic Training which is 
an independent training provider for apprenticeships. 
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I would like to say a huge thankyou to the speakers of today’s webinar. We have Lucy from 
Health Education England who is representing the employer voice of why inclusive 
apprenticeships should be on everyone’s agenda. 

You will also hear from our own finance team about the funding that is available to support 
inclusive apprenticeships. 

We have a superb example of supported apprenticeships within an NHS Trust from Jude 
and Ishbel and also Kieran who is representing the apprentice voice. 

We have Tyrone and Simon from Little Gate Farm who are a supported employment 
service and they will provide examples of how they work in partnership with apprenticeship 
providers to help to ensure inclusivity when delivering the apprenticeship and the support 
they provide through job coaching within the workplace. 

We also have Jonathan and Emma from Essex County Council Targeted Employment 
Team and they will be sharing their experiences, really demonstrating how they have been 
instrumental in setting up clear pathways for individuals with learning disabilities, difficulties 
and/or autism within the council and liaising with a variety of apprenticeship providers, 
employers offering quite a range of apprenticeships.
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Webinar summary

Welcome

This webinar is to raise awareness and 
aspirations to drive inclusive 
apprenticeships forward
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So the purpose of this webinar is to raise awareness and aspirations. With more and more 
inclusive and disability confident employers and the success of apprenticeships as a viable 
progression pathway for individuals with learning disabilities, difficulties and/or autism, we 
hope to provide you with the initial tools, examples and support to drive inclusive 
apprenticeships forward, therefore ensuring equality and inclusion. 
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02 NHS Talent 
for Care agenda

Lucy Hunte
HEE

We will now hear from Lucy, as mentioned previously who is representing the employer 
voice of why inclusive apprenticeships should be on everybody’s agenda. Thank you Lucy. 
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https://youtu.be/rojXaBIkAR8

Hello everybody I am Lucy Hunt, National Program Manager for apprenticeships at Health 
Education England and I'm delighted to be part of these really important webinars.

I just wanted to give you a bit of context about why this is so important to us in the NHS.  
Obviously are the largest employer in England and we're estimated to contribute over 220 
million pounds of levy each year.

We did just under 24,000 new apprenticeship starts during the pandemic, which I think is a 
fantastic achievement, and we also have 350 different job roles available across the NHS.

Just to give you some data from our 19/20, 32% of NHS apprentices are in the 20 to 29 age 
group, but if you look in terms of the 16 to 19, where we presume the majority of these 
internships into apprenticeships will be aimed, we have still got a lot of room for growth and 
in terms of disability, we have 9% declared of known disability so obviously a lot of room for 
improvement there.

So the Talent for Care Agenda at the heart of it is about widening participation and access, 
we want to make sure we have a diverse and inclusive workforce. The main aim of that is to 
have a workforce that represents the communities we serve.  

We’ve got Project Choice which is a HEE supported internship programme and really hope 
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to have some more examples of progression onto apprenticeships from these fantastic young 
people. Apprenticeships are key for workforce development and retention in the NHS and we 
only expect our numbers to grow over the coming years. To be able to support individuals 
with learning disabilities, difficulties and/or autism into these apprenticeships will be so 
beneficial for everybody involved. We’ve already got some really great examples across the 
country and all the employers I have spoken to, talk of the real tangible benefits these 
individuals bring into their organisation. 

In terms of next steps, we want to make sure that all the NHS employers are able to access 
the support available. There seems to be a lot of misunderstanding, lack of understanding 
around the support that is out there so we would encourage them to work with their local 
colleges and independent training providers to be able to offer these opportunities and also
to consider job carving to make sure that if you’ve got a candidate and the apprenticeship 
role is not quite right for them, to work with your provider to make sure it does become 
accessible. 

We really need to make sure we have national high quality provision across the country and 
that’s definitely where we have found some gaps at the moment. In terms of making sure 
these candidates can achieve, we want to make sure there are robust initial assessments in 
place and that the providers and employers are fully aware of the support that is going to be 
needed to help these people achieve their apprenticeship programmes. We want providers to 
be aware of additional funding and to be able to support employers to navigate them. Too 
often when we get referrals, we then try to find an apprenticeship provider and they are told 
no, it is going to be too difficult and it just doesn’t progress and I think a lot of that is down to 
the fact that a lot of people are not aware of the reasonable adjustments and flexibilities that 
are already in place. So to do that we need to really share the success stories and the case 
studies. I know there are some fantastic examples in the NHS and other sectors and we 
really need to be raising the flag and shouting from the rooftops about the life changing 
opportunities these programmes can bring. 
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03 Inclusive 
apprenticeships

Claire Gardner 
Dynamic Training

Thank you Lucy. So we have just heard from Lucy from employer perspective as to why 
inclusive apprenticeships are so important and my remit is really to give an overview of 
what we do at Dynamic and hopefully some tips and information that will help you to drive 
inclusive apprenticeships forward within your own organisations. So I am going to talk to 
you about apprenticeships that are inclusive from an apprenticeship provider perspective. 
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Clarification of terminology

• Used for explanation purposes only – all 
apprenticeships should be inclusive. 

• For the purpose of this presentation – supported 
apprenticeships or inclusive apprenticeships means 
providing apprenticeships to individuals with special 
educational needs and disabilities in adulthood referred 
as individuals with learning difficulties or disabilities 
and/or Autism. 
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I want to start really by clarifying the terminology. When we talk about inclusive 
apprenticeships or supported apprenticeships it is just for explanation purposes only. All 
apprenticeships should be inclusive. But for the purpose of this presentation, when we refer 
to supported apprenticeships or inclusive apprenticeships, we are talking about individuals 
with special educational needs and disabilities and in adulthood are referred to as 
individuals with learning disabilities, difficulties and/or autism. 
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Definition of learning disabilities

Learning disabilities: Mencap’s definition

A learning disability is a reduced intellectual ability and 
difficulty with everyday activities – for example 
household tasks, socialising or managing money –
which affects someone for their whole life.
People with a learning disability tend to take longer to 
learn and may need support to develop new skills, 
understand complicated information and interact with 
other people.
EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

So let’s start with a definition of learning disabilities. Learning disabilities according to 
Mencap is a reduced reduced intellectual ability and difficulty with everyday activities –
for example household tasks, socialising or managing money – which affects someone for 
their whole life.

People with a learning disability tend to take longer to learn and may need support to 
develop new skills, understand complicated information and interact with other people.
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Let’s hear from individuals who have learning disabilities 
(Clip provided by Mencap)
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Tls8PyUVKc
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Definition of learning difficulties

Learning disability is often confused 

with learning difficulties such as 

dyslexia or ADHD.

Mencap describes dyslexia as a 

“learning difficulty” because, unlike 

learning disability, it does not affect 

intellect
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Definition of learning difficulties.

Learning disability is often confused with learning difficulties such as dyslexia or ADHD.

Mencap describes dyslexia as a “learning difficulty” because, unlike learning disability, it 
does not affect intellect
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Why encourage apprenticeships?

Apprenticeships might not be for everyone; 
however, they ensure a person learns the 
skills, knowledge, behaviours and values 
required in the occupation they have chosen.

Apprenticeships also encourage progression 
within the workplace – this could mean 
progressing to a higher-level apprenticeship, 
securing permanent employment, taking on 
more responsibilities, pay increase. 
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So why are we encouraging apprenticeships for individuals with learning disabilities, 
difficulties and/or autism?
Apprenticeship might not be for everybody but I am sure you are already all aware, they 
ensure a person learns the skills, knowknowledge, behaviours and values required in the 
occupation they have chosen.

Apprenticeships also encourage progression within the workplace – this could mean 
progressing to a higher-level apprenticeship, securing permanent employment, taking on 
more responsibilities and a pay increase. 
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Post 16

More and more Individuals with learning difficulties, 
disabilities and/or Autism are undertaking   
employability routes:
• Kickstart.
• Supported Internships.
• Traineeships.
• Supported employment.
• Other work-based programmes.

Many individuals are securing employment with 
inclusive employers – Apprenticeships help 
individuals to become competent in their chosen 
career and long term – could provide promotion and 
career progression for individuals with learning 
difficulties, disabilities and/or Autism. This is an 
aspiration we are eager to promote and help make a 
positive impact. 
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With Post 16 learners, more and more individuals with learning difficulties, disabilities 
and/or autism are undertaking employability routes such as Kickstart.
• Supported Internships.
• Traineeships.
• Supported employment.
• Other work-based programmes

Many individuals are securing employment with inclusive employers – Apprenticeships help 
individuals to become competent in their chosen career and long term – could provide 
promotion and career progression for individuals with learning difficulties, disabilities and/or 
Autism. This is an aspiration we are eager to promote and help make a positive impact. 
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Inclusive apprenticeship model

EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION 13

ApprenticeSupported employment 
service Job Coach

Employer including 
team/Mentor

Functional 
Skills Tutor

Skills & Development 
Coach

End Point Assessment 
Organisation/Assessor

Learning Support 
Assistant

So this is just an example of an inclusive apprenticeship model with the apprentice at the 
centre.
All around are the key individuals or services that will will ensure that the apprentice will 
have a successful learner journey.
Starting off with the employer, including the team where the apprentice may be placed and 
we advocate that the apprentice has a workplace mentor as a go to, should the apprentice 
require support or have any queries. We have the learning support assistant from Dynamic, 
the Skills & Development Coach and the Functional Skills Tutor who provides the maths
and English. Our model of delivery is very much a coaching model, however apprentices, of 
course if they would like to, can attend the group taught sessions. Our wraparound support 
is really increased coaching and this potentially will be on a weekly basis, rather than the 
traditional model of monthly and obviously if the apprentice needs more support, visits and 
coaching will increase. 

We have liaison with the End Point Assessment organisation and the Assessor and working 
in partnership with the supported employment service, should the apprentice require a Job 
Coach. The partnership is very key, so when we design the curriculum, we marry that to the 
skills being developed in the workplace and the Job Coach can really help support the 
apprentice to develop those skills and integrate into the workplace. 
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Preparation required for the employer

Disability training for 
the applicable team

Inclusive recruitment 
practices

Risk assessment 
completed.

Adjustments and 
adaptions discussed.

Summary of the 
Vocational 

profile/pen picture.

Access to work 
scheme
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Preparation required by the employer when you are onboarding an apprentice with 
additional needs such as a learning disability or difficulty and/or autism. We may offer 
disability training to the teams where the apprentice is going to be placed. The supported 
employment service does also offer the training so it’s working in partnership with them and 
actually encouraging the apprentice to maybe talk to the team about their needs is even 
more powerful if the apprentice feels confident to do that.  

We obviously talk to the employer about how inclusive their recruitment practices are and 
will advise and support with that process and again the supported employment service are 
experts at that particular area. We do complete the risk assessments which are part of the 
apprenticeship delivery anyhow with the individual and the workplace to see whether we 
need to put in any adaptations to help minimize risks etc and of course any adjustments 
and adaptations that need to be made for the individual. 

We openly encourage and like the fact that a lot of individuals have a vocational profile. 
Now some of that might contain confidential information so a sort of pen picture of the 
vocational profile is really useful for the employer. It can identify maybe that the individual 
does not work particularly well in an open office environment, that they need peace and 
quiet. It might say that they need prompting at break times, when it’s lunchtime etc, so the 
vocational profile which is often built during a supported internship programme or work 
based programmes, really does help support the employer. 

Then we have the Access to Work scheme which is the Department of Work and Pensions 
funded scheme to help support with any adaptations that need to be made in the workplace 
but also funds the Job Coach support. 
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Preparation required by apprenticeship providers 

Gathering information – Education 
Health Care Plan if available, 
Vocational Profile and “getting to 
know the apprentice” Planning of 
programme including End Point 
assessment planning and 
reasonable adjustments for 
delivery. Funding required to 
deliver. 

Identify if the apprentice 

will need a job coach?

If yes, link with local 

supported employment 

services

Link with any other applicable 
stakeholders / services to 

provide holistic approach
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So. part of our process is to gather information and this is the slight difference that I think to 
the traditional route of onboarding apprenticeships. We need to do a little bit more 
groundwork so to speak, before we onboard the apprentice and that is really gather 
information, so if an individual has an Education and Health Care Plan or a vocational 
profile as just discussed and really getting to know the apprentice. We are also looking at 
planning the programme to include the End Point Assessment and plan in any reason 
adjustments for delivery. Once we have completed the programme planning, we then look 
at the funding required to deliver. 

Part of that process is identifying if a Job Coach is required and we link with local supported 
employment services and also is there anybody else that needs to be involved with the 
apprentice, or that the apprentice wants involved, so services may be linked in for example 
speech and language or other services that may some impact on the apprenticeship or the 
development of the individual. 
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Our onboarding model

Stage One: meeting with potential apprentice, 
employer and job coach if applicable covering 
starting point, reasonable adjustments, content of 
programme, information, advice and guidance, 
assessments including neurodiversity assessment 
and functional skills, and application. 

Stage Two: From the information we gather, we build 
a bespoke programme for the first 6 months ensuring 
we are building on the apprentices starting point, 
ensuring functional skills delivery is planned if 
applicable and end point assessment preparation 
embedded and planning the delivery of End point 
assessment (EPA) with the chosen EPA Organisation 
- by completing a reasonable adjustment request in 
the first 6 months of commencement. 
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Our onboarding model comprises of:

Stage One: meeting with potential apprentice, employer and job coach if applicable 
covering starting point, reasonable adjustments, content of programme, information, advice 
and guidance, assessments including neurodiversity assessment and functional skills, and 
application. 

Stage Two: From the information we gather, we build a bespoke programme for the first 6 
months ensuring we are building on the apprentices starting point. So for example if the 
apprentice has done a supported internship programme which is brilliant for general 
employability skills, they might have done quite a bit of work on health and safety, so we 
would look at the health and safety component of the apprenticeship and how much they 
understand. Is it more about applying it to the current workplace they are in for their 
apprenticeship etc, so that is just an example.

We are obviously ensuring Functional Skills is built in and embedded into the programme 
and end point assessment is also embedded. We do a six month plan because apprentices 
maybe need increased support or the actual support could decrease and that actually links
into the funding which we will go through in a bit. It is very difficult to plan for a whole 
duration of an apprenticeship anyhow and a lot of these individuals that undertake their 
apprenticeships actually require part time hours so the duration of the apprenticeship is 
then extended. We do a plan for six months and we review it to either increase or decrease 
support depending on how that apprentice is progressing and feedback from the Job 
Coach, the employer and the apprentice themselves. 
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Reasonable Adjustment Guidance
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I just wanted to highlight that for End Point Assessment, there is a reasonable adjustment 
matrix on the Institute of Apprenticeships and this matrix really does help to guide you and 
identify what adjustments can be made for elements of the End Point Assessment. 
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Reasonable Adjustment Guidance
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This is just some examples to show you. 
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Our onboarding model

Stage 3 

Agreed induction delivered, and programme plan discussed and 
agreed.

Signature from the apprentice confirming agreement of plan and 
that the plan can be shared with employer. 

The programme plan is reviewed with the apprentice/employer and 

job coach if applicable at month 4/5 and continuous for the duration 

of the apprenticeship.

EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

Our final stage of the onboarding process is that we plan for the induction to be delivered 
and the programme plan has been written for the first six months. It has been discussed 
with the apprentice and agreed and we have a signature from the apprentice confirming 
agreement of the plan and that the plan can be shared with the employer and that is 
actually part of the funding rules as well, for apprenticeships. The programme plan as 
mentioned is reviewed with the apprentice and the employer and Job Coach, if applicable, 
in month 4 and 5 and continuous for the duration of the apprenticeship. 
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The apprentice journey
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On 
Programme

Application EPA 
(example)

Assessment 
Gateway

Completion

Certification

Progression

AchievementtObservation in  
practice

Multiple choice 
exam

Reflective journal 
and interview

On programme 
100% achievement 

evidence

Confirmed to be 
ready for end point 

assessment.

Preparation for 
assessment

Off the job training

Standard/Diploma
/Other

English & maths

Information

Application & 
eligibility check

Assessments & induction

Support & programme 
plan created and agreed

This is our traditional model of apprenticeship delivery, so you can see the application 
whilst the apprentice is on programme, preparation for End Point Assessment, what the 
End Point Assessment could look like and completion which leads to certification. What you 
can see down here in the left hand column is the support and programme plan is created 
and agreed during the application stage (pre-application actually), as part of this process. 
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Preparation required for the employer

Additional support/ 
reasonable 

adjustments reviewed 
and implemented 

throughout the 
journey

Liaison with the job 
coach or mentor in the 

workplace is continuous, 
to ensure curriculum 

plan aligns to skills being 
developed in the 

workplace

Early liaison with End 
Point Assessment 
(EPA) organisation

Review and update 
support  and 

programme plan 
every 3 – 4 months.

Liaise and meet 
regularly with any 

supporting services to 
ensure effective 
communication. 
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The traditional model is still there, however, the individual might not attend our taught 
sessions. They absolutely can if they wish to in a group scenario, however most of our 
models of delivery is a coaching model, on a one to one. 

Throughout that traditional model that I showed you, we are constantly looking at additional 
support and reasonable adjustments, this is reviewed through the whole journey. We are 
liaising with the Job Coach and the mentor potentially in the workplace as well to ensure 
the curriculum is aligning to the skills being developed in the workplace. 

As previously mentioned, early liaison with the End Point Assessment organisation. Some 
of the End Point Assessment organisations that we work with, actually meet the apprentice 
before they do the actual End Point Assessment just to help with anxiety and understanding 
the individual’s communication needs etc and that is a really really good way to be inclusive 
and reviewing the plan regularly. 
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Flexibilities

English and maths:

For apprentices at all levels with formally 
recognised special educational needs, 
learning difficulties or disabilities who struggle 
to achieve the regular maths and/or English

Due to the nature of their difficulty or 
disability, the minimum they must achieve is 
Entry Level 3 Functional Skills in English 
and/or maths. 
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So if we go into the funding rules, there are flexibilities for individuals with formerly 
recognised educational needs, learning difficulties or disabilities. Those who struggle to 
achieve their maths and English minimum requirement which is the Level 1, Level 2 for 
apprenticeships, due to the nature of their difficulty or disability, the achievement of Entry 
Level 3 Functional Skills is acceptable in English and/or maths and that will take the 
individual through to End Point Assessment. 
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Access to work

There is also additional funding to apprentices in 
their paid apprenticeship through Access to Work. 
Access to Work is a publicly funded employment 
support programme that aims to help more disabled 
people start or stay in work. It can provide practical 
and financial support for people who have a 
disability or long- term physical or mental health 
condition. 

Support can be provided where someone needs 
help or adaptations beyond reasonable adjustments. 

Apprentices with a disability can get help for
• Aids, equipment and adaptations in the 

workplace; 
• Travel to and in work; 
• Communication support at interviews; 
• Support workers; • Job coaches; • Interpreters
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I mentioned Access to Work a few slides back. So Access to Work is a publicly funded 
employment support programme that aims to help more disabled people start or stay in 
work. It can provide practical and financial support for people who have a disability or long-
term physical or mental health condition. 

Support can be provided where someone needs help or adaptations beyond reasonable 
adjustments. 
Apprentices with a disability can get help for
• Aids, equipment and adaptations in the workplace; 
• Travel to and in work; 
• Communication support at interviews; 
• Support workers; • Job coaches; • Interpreters

As some examples
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Funding for apprenticeship providers

Support required by an apprentice for them to meet the learning requirements          
of the apprenticeship.

This may include apprentices with ‘diagnosed’ Learning Difficulties and Disabilities 

(LDD)

Apprentices with ‘undiagnosed’ LDDs; and apprentices who do not have an LDD but 
require additional support in order to meet the learning requirements of the 
apprenticeship. 

The key here is that the apprenticeship provider must demonstrate robustly that an 
apprentice requires additional support to successfully complete their apprenticeship. 
EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

Support required by an apprentice for them to meet the learning requirements of the 
apprenticeship.

This may include apprentices with ‘diagnosed’ Learning Difficulties and Disabilities 

(LDD)

Apprentices with ‘undiagnosed’ LDDs; and apprentices who do not have an LDD but 
require additional support in order to meet the learning requirements of the apprenticeship. 

The key here is that the apprenticeship provider must demonstrate robustly that an 
apprentice requires additional support to successfully complete their apprenticeship
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04 Learning 
support funding

Finance team
Dynamic Training

We will now hear from our finance team who will talk you through the funding that is 
available.
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Learning Support Funding

Learning Support Funding (LSF) is for both Adult Education Budget (AEB) and Apprenticeships 

(Apps) and provides extra funding where you are making adjustments to meet your Equality Act 

obligations for learners with Learning Difficulties or Declared Disabilities (LLDD).

There isn't an "application" for either AEB or Apps. For AEB it's part of your contracted value but 

for Apps on the Apprenticeship Service, you claim it via the Individualised Learning Record (ILR).

You will be paid £150 a month, providing you follow the rules about “identifying the needs, 

planning the additional costs and evidencing your delivery of it.”
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Learning support funding. 

Learning Support Funding (LSF) is for both Adult Education Budget (AEB) and 
Apprenticeships (Apps) and provides extra funding where you are making adjustments to 
meet your Equality Act obligations for learners with Learning Difficulties or Declared 
Disabilities (LLDD).

There isn't an "application" for either AEB or Apps. For AEB it's part of your contracted 
value but for Apps on the Apprenticeship Service, you claim it via the Individualised 
Learning Record (ILR).

You will be paid £150 a month, providing you follow the rules about “identifying the needs, 
planning the additional costs and evidencing your delivery of it.”
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Learning Support Funding

The ESFA do not state specifically what can and cannot be claimed for, as every 

learner will be subject to different circumstances. 

The definition in the Act referred to in the funding rules is:

a person has a learning difficulty if

(a) the person has a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of 

persons of the same age, or

(b) the person has a disability which either prevents or hinders the person from 

making use of facilities of a kind generally provided by institutions providing 

education or training for persons who are over compulsory school age

EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

The ESFA do not state specifically what can and cannot be claimed for, as every learner 
will be subject to different circumstances. 

The definition in the Act referred to in the funding rules is:
a person has a learning difficulty if
(a) the person has a significantly greater difficulty in learning than the majority of persons 

of the same age, or
(b) the person has a disability which either prevents or hinders the person from making 

use of facilities of a kind generally provided by institutions providing education or 
training for persons who are over compulsory school age
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Learning Support Funding

As long as you carry out an assessment to identify any learning 

support that applies to those in the above definition then this would 

be acceptable under the funding rules.

Where the assessment identifies a need for reasonable adjustments 

to enable the apprentice to complete their apprenticeship, and 

where the provision of reasonable adjustments will incur costs to the 

provider, this must be clearly evidenced and documented. 
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As long as you carry out an assessment to identify any learning support that applies to 
those in the above definition then this would be acceptable under the funding rules.

Where the assessment identifies a need for reasonable adjustments to enable the 
apprentice to complete their apprenticeship, and where the provision of reasonable 
adjustments will incur costs to the provider, this must be clearly evidenced and 
documented. 
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Learning Support Funding

This must include:

• Documented evidence demonstrating the apprentice’s learning difficulty or disability; 

• A documented assessment of how progress towards completion of the apprenticeship 

would be directly impacted without the reasonable adjustments being put in place; 

• Details of the reasonable adjustments necessary to enable the apprentice to complete 

their apprenticeship; and 

• A documented and clear plan for delivering the reasonable adjustments throughout the 

apprenticeship. This plan must be agreed and signed-off by the apprentice, and with the 

apprentice’s consent, it should be shared with the apprentice’s employer.
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This must include:
• Documented evidence demonstrating the apprentice’s learning difficulty or disability; 
• A documented assessment of how progress towards completion of the apprenticeship 

would be directly impacted without the reasonable adjustments being put in place; 
• Details of the reasonable adjustments necessary to enable the apprentice to complete 

their apprenticeship; and 
• A documented and clear plan for delivering the reasonable adjustments throughout the 

apprenticeship. This plan must be agreed and signed-off by the apprentice, and with 
the apprentice’s consent, it should be shared with the apprentice’s employer.
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Please note

You will be audited on this and will have to justify and evidence learner’s distance 
travelled and costs associated with this additional support.

Any costs that are not justified will be removed. Please read funding guidance for 
ineligible costs.

Additional learning support should be evidenced monthly if it is being provided, and 
the funding claims should be monitored throughout to stop and start again where 
necessary. 
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Please note:
You will be audited on this and will have to justify and evidence learner’s distance travelled 
and costs associated with this additional support.

Any costs that are not justified will be removed. Please read funding guidance for ineligible 
costs.

Additional learning support should be evidenced monthly if it is being provided, and the 
funding claims should be monitored throughout to stop and start again where necessary. 
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How we record Learning Support Funding

We use a Learner Management System (LMS) 
called PICS by Pellcomp. The steps used in the 
next examples are how we would record LSF and 
should give you a general idea where to look in your 
own systems.

To record LSF, first go to the learner's ILR Summary 
and open the Learning Aims tab. In this tab, locate 
the Programme Aim (with the code ZPROG00) and 
select ... > Summary.
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How we record Learning Support Funding

We use a Learner Management System (LMS) called PICS by Pellcomp. The steps used in 
the next examples are how we would record LSF and should give you a general idea where 
to look in your own systems.

To record LSF, first go to the learner's ILR Summary and open the Learning Aims tab. In 
this tab, locate the Programme Aim (with the code ZPROG00) and select ... > Summary.
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How we record Learning Support Funding
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This will open the Learning Aim Summary for the programme aim. Open the 
AIM FAM tab, which will show any FAM codes already applied to the aim.

This will open the Learning Aim Summary for the programme aim. Open the AIM FAM tab, 
which will show any FAM codes already applied to the aim.
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How we record Learning Support Funding
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To add an LSF FAM, select Add FAM. In the FAM Type drop-down menu, choose 
LSF: Learning support funding and select Next.

To add an LSF FAM, select Add FAM. In the FAM Type drop-down menu, choose LSF: 
Learning support funding and select Next
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How we record Learning Support Funding

In the next window, specify the Valid From and Valid To dates for the funding. 
Select Save to add the LSF item to the Aim FAM list.
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In the next window, specify the Valid From and Valid To dates for the funding. Select Save 
to add the LSF item to the Aim FAM list.
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How we record Learning Support Funding

If your costs exceed £150 per month, but are less than £19,000 per annum, 
you can claim the additional costs via the Earnings Adjustment Statement 
(EAS).
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If your costs exceed £150 per month, but are less than £19,000 per annum, you can claim 
the additional costs via the Earnings Adjustment Statement (EAS).
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Earnings Adjustment Statement

In claiming these additional costs, you must retain evidence of the reasonable adjustments being 

delivered and their associated costs. You can find further information on the EAS on GOV.UK.

Please ensure you audit regularly to ensure you are only claiming for funding you can fully 

evidence at point of ESFA audit otherwise you will face a clawback of funds

EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

Earnings adjustment statement

In claiming these additional costs, you must retain evidence of the reasonable adjustments 
being delivered and their associated costs. You can find further information on the EAS on 
GOV.UK.

Please ensure you audit regularly to ensure you are only claiming for funding you can fully 
evidence at point of ESFA audit otherwise you will face a clawback of funds
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Exceptional Learning Support in the Funding Rules

For Apprentices who need access to Exceptional Learning Support (ELS), the Funding Rules 

State:

Apprentices who require significant levels of support to start or continue learning can access 

exceptional learning support if their costs are more that £19,000 in a funding year.

To claim ELS - a provider must submit the claim at the beginning of the apprentice's programme 

or when they identify the apprentice requires support costing more than £19,000 in the funding 

year, by completing and sending the ELS claim form so the ESFA can authorise the request. 

You can access the Exceptional Learning Support cost form on GOV.UK
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Exceptional learning support in the funding rules. 

For Apprentices who need access to Exceptional Learning Support (ELS), the Funding 
Rules State:
Apprentices who require significant levels of support to start or continue learning can 
access exceptional learning support if their costs are more that £19,000 in a funding year.
To claim ELS - a provider must submit the claim at the beginning of the apprentice's 
programme or when they identify the apprentice requires support costing more than 
£19,000 in the funding year, by completing and sending the ELS claim form so the ESFA 
can authorise the request. 

You can access the Exceptional Learning Support cost form on GOV.UK
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05 Supported 
Apprenticeships

Ishbel Morrison and Jude Davison

Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Introducing Jude and Ishbel from Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust who are 
going to talk about their experiences in delivering the supported apprenticeship programme 
in their trust and also I am really pleased that we will hear from Kieran as the apprentice 
voice. 
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Andover War Memorial Hospital             Basingstoke and North Hampshire Hospital           Royal Hampshire County Hospital

Supported Apprenticeships at 
Hampshire Hospitals NHS 

Foundation Trust

Training Provider Perspective

Hello, my name’s Ishbel Morrison and I am lead for supported apprenticeships at 
Hampshire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust and I am with my colleague Jude Davison, 
Associate Director of Apprenticeships and we are here to talk about supported 
apprenticeships from a training provider perspective and supported apprenticeships are 
specifically for learners with learning disabilities, difficulties and/or autism. 
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Why we decided to extend our provision 
from supported internships 

to supported apprenticeships

To be clear we are both the provider and employer but for this talk we will focus on the 
provider’s perspective.
We had run a successful supported internship programme, Project Choice and several of 
the interns went onto find employment within the organisation. We also operate as a 
training provider, delivering apprenticeships to approximately 150 non LDD apprentices 
across four different standards. 

So it felt like a very natural progression for us to become a provider of supported 
apprenticeships since these employees were graduates of our own programme and were 
within our own organisation. 

Supporting apprentices with learning difficulties, disabilities and/or autism means that the 
workforce is more diverse and better representative of our local community. Especially with 
the pre-apprenticeship internship, apprentices benefitted from a supported  transition into 
employment and their apprenticeship programme. 
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Level 2: 
Customer 

Service 
Practitioner

Lead/assessor

18 month 
programme (15 

+ 3 months)

Intensive 
support at the 
beginning of 

the programme 

Weekly support
Highly 

structured 
learning plans 

Tasks adapted 
into 

manageable 
chunks

Reasonable 
adjustments

EPA 
preparation 

throughout the 
programme

Support for the interns to adjust to apprenticeships

The project was staffed with a Programme Lead who focussed mainly on the coordination 
of the programme, the funding, other overall programme structure and quality improvement. 
We also hired a dedicated Assessor/Trainer who worked as more hands on role with the 
learners providing one to one, group training and additional learning support. 

Initially we had planned for the programme to be fifteen months in total. Twelve months to 
Gateway and an additional three months for End Point Assessment and completion and 
this was accounting for the weekly learning support that the assessor would provide. 
However, even with additional support, we realised that fifteen months was not long enough 
to match the cohort’s pace of learning. The programme was extended to eighteen months, 
this was fifteen months to Gateway with an additional three months for End Point 
Assessment and completion. This was much better matched to our cohort’s pace of 
learning and is something that we will continue going forward. 

We provided intense support at the beginning of the programme, the value of which is 
something not to be underestimated.  Our first cohort of learners were young adults that 
needed support to transition from learning at college to more independent and academic 
learning of the apprenticeship. 

During the initial phases, both the Lead and the Assessor needed to support the off the job 
training and the development of appropriate learning behaviours. The team also supported 
personal and IT development such as navigating online portfolios, using work email 
systems, establishing regular study skills such as uploading work and encouraging the 
learners to develop the habit of communicating regularly with the assessor. 
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Learning support was provided on at least a weekly basis for a near full day or over two half 
days per learner and this accounted for the majority of their planned off the job time. Having 
set protected off the job time and learning support time provided routine to the learners and it 
allowed the assessor to provide dedicated support which the learners needed to progress in 
their apprenticeship. 

Part of the learning support included creating structured learning plans which were released 
on a weekly basis, followed by a verbal explanation as well as clear written instructions of 
what the learner was expected to do. Any learning tasks were broken down into small 
manageable chunks and this helped the learner to organise and understand their work and 
achieve their learning milestones. 

We also used reasonable adjustments throughout the programme and according to the 
learner’s need. This included things such as task chunking as described above and the use 
of alternative learning and assessment methods such as verbal Q&A’s and worksheets rather 
than essays. 

We focused on EPA preparation from the beginning of the programme. The Customer 
Service Practitioner programme required a professional discussion, an observation and a 
showcase presentation at EPA. Initially our learners were quite anxious about these so we 
included regular observations throughout the programme and made professional 
discussions, presentations and verbal Q&A’s the main assessment method during their 
programme so that the learners were used to these by the time it came to EPA. 
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Challenges in delivering apprenticeships
for individuals with special educational 

needs and disabilities

So what were some of the challenges in delivering apprenticeships to individuals with 
special educational needs and disabilities?
Let’s start with recruitment. Recruitment processes may unfairly disadvantage apprentices 
with LDD and where appropriate, reasonable adjustments should be made at each stage of 
the process. For example, employers could offer a work trial rather than interview, allowing 
someone to better demonstrate their skills. 

Education and training. Managers may be worried about how to support a learner with LDD. 
Sharing case studies and hearing first hand from apprentices can be a powerful way to 
engage with employers and when choosing a training provider, it may be useful to ask 
about their experience of working with apprentices with LDD so assurance can be met that 
the training will be adapted to an individual’s learning needs. 

What additional support and adjustments? Learners with LDD may require additional 
learning support and adjustments to progress in their apprenticeship, for example, this may 
include allowing extra time or providing a dedicated go to support person in the team. 
Whilst this may take more upfront investment, in the long term, employers should retain a 
highly skilled apprentice and a more diverse workforce. 
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Key Messages

Social responsibility
Multiple benefits for all

Diversity and inclusivity in organisations

So what key messages would we like to share with you? 

We know that employment is good for health and wellbeing. We also know that statistically 
speaking only a very small percentage of people with a learning disability, difficulty and/or 
autism are in paid employment. By providing a supported apprenticeship programme, we 
are aiming to correct these imbalances and proactively work towards creating equal 
opportunities for all, regardless of background, identity or characteristic. Additionally 
supported employment programmes improve employment opportunities and help close the 
employment gap for those with LDD. 

Benefits to the learners are multiple, as apprentices not only benefit academically and 
vocationally but also personally, for example, prior to starting the apprenticeship 
programme, some of our learners were not familiar with email systems or learning 
programmes outside of college. Now they have grown in confidence, they can 
communicate better and can independently problem solve. 

Hiring and supporting apprentices with LDD offers departments and the organisation a way 
to reflect on and improve their existing processes to make these more inclusive, for 
example, considering what reasonable adjustments could be implemented, extra time, 
changes to shift patterns and a support system at work. 

Finally, we know talent and potential are equally distributed throughout the population 
regardless of background, identity or characteristic. That is why we need to create fairness 
in access to education and employment and to give everyone irrespective of characteristics 
they have no control over, the opportunity to succeed. 
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https://youtu.be/7DXmx8GnALU

My name is Kieran Fisher and my role is Radiology Porter at Basingstoke Hospital. The 
apprenticeship I am doing is a Level 2 Customer Service Practitioner apprenticeship. The 
reason I wanted to do it was to boost my confidence really and gain new skills. So the new 
skills I have gained from the apprenticeship I think would be confidence. Before the 
apprenticeship I wouldn’t have been able to do anything like this video, I just wouldn’t have 
been confident enough. The way I applied for the apprenticeship, it was the next stage up 
from the Project Choice I’ve done, it was just the case it was the next step up, it was a carry 
on process really. 

Project Choice is a supported internship run alongside local college and the NHS Hospitals 
Trust. I think the biggest challenge that I would have faced during the apprenticeship is 
making sure I submitted all the work on time. The way I have overcome the challenges is to 
ask for help from my line manager and my assessors and to set myself more realistic 
targets and deadlines of when I want the work to be completed. 

The way my assessors have supported me, if I feel like I need to talk, I would just pick up 
the phone and ring them and my line manager is always there for me, again, I can knock on 
her office door or email her if I need to talk. 

The thing I would say to other managers is do it, it is definitely worth it for the young person 
and also for the department as it gives the department a good reputation that they are 
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supporting people with learning difficulties to get into work. 

The apprenticeship has definitely helped me to develop new skills and I think it can help 
other young people. I have enjoyed it, it’s been challenging at times but it has also been fun, 
Throughout the whole apprenticeship I have had lots of opportunities to do different talks, 
different webinars and videos to help support the apprenticeship. 
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06 Supported 
employment

Tyrone Babbidge and Simone Halliwell

Little Gate

I would now like to introduce you to Tyrone and Simone from Little Gate Farm, a supported 
employment service. 
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Introducing Little Gate

EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

https://youtu.be/htVYWIdNVnM

Hello and welcome to the Little Gate supported employment presentation. My name is 
Tyrone Babbidge and with me is Simone Halliwell and we co-lead the young peoples 
programme here at Little Gate. The young peoples programme is a supported traineeship 
and supported apprenticeship programme for young adults with learning disabilities, 
difficulties and/or autism. The aim of the programme is to support up to twelve people on an 
apprenticeship each year and it covers all areas between Rye and Eastbourne along the 
East Sussex coast. Eligibility criteria includes an active EHCP, a learning disability 
diagnosis and/or autism and they must reside somewhere between Rye and Eastbourne. 

As co-leaders of the programme, it is our responsibility to contact prospective employers 
and seek out opportunities for our trainees. This is mainly done through industry specific 
cold calling and emails. We are also active members of the local Chambers of Commerce 
and have found new employers through this type of networking. In the past we have had 
businesses approach us but this is very rare. 

Once an employer is engaged with us, we will have a meeting with them to talk through the 
finer details of the placement which might include more details about the trainees, specifics 
around the hours they would like to work, the reasonable adjustments they need in the 
workplace, how and why a Job Coach would support them, who the training provider is, 
how long the apprenticeship lasts as well as any queries around costs and funding. We 
would then organise either a sit down or working interview for the trainee at the employer’s 
premises and support them throughout the interview as well. If they were offered the job, 
we would then introduce the employer to the training provider, complete a health and safety 
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check, job analysis and support the employer and trainee with the completion of all the 
application forms. 

Many of the young people that we support on our programme have achieved as much as 
they can or perhaps they would like from further education. They are also however, at that 
stage in their life where they want to work, earn some money and continue learning without 
having to attend college. This is where supported apprenticeships for these individuals are a 
really great option because it enables them to step into the big wide world of work where they 
can earn a living and continue learning on a one to one basis as well. 

Learning disabled adults want to work and more importantly, can work and supported 
apprenticeship opportunities encourage and support them along this journey which ultimately 
leads them towards independence. 

Just a quick side slide here. In 2019, the Guardian ran an article by the local authority in 
Bradford who rejected the idea that learning disabled people were complex and challenging. 
Instead they decided to trust and believe in them and the user led organisation and small 
local charities support them. They set out to work with learning disabled people in the area 
and over the year they asked this question “what does a good life look like and what do they 
want from us?”. Almost six hundred learning disabled people replied and they told them they 
want four things – 1. A home where they feel safe in the community where their friends and 
family live. 2. Interesting paid employment opportunities. 3. Someone to love who loves them 
in return and if they became parents, they wanted to be supported to be a good mum or dad. 
4. Someone to believe in their dreams and to help them realise their ambitions. 

Being in paid employment is important to most neurotypical individuals and the very fact that 
this came up second on this list by neurodiverse individuals shows that it is just as important 
to them. I believe that we therefore have a responsibility to support them in fulfilling their 
dream of finding interesting paid employment opportunities. 

We visit job fairs, local schools and college to promote our offer to individuals and families we 
feel will be interested and we also liaise directly with ISEND at the East Sussex County 
Council for referrals. In order to join our programme we hold a consultation for the young 
person to ensure that we can meet their needs. This begins with an initial conversation with 
the young person’s parents or carers to explain what our programme consists of and for us to 
gauge initial suitability of the programme for that young person. Once this is complete, they 
then refer themselves through the county council who then send a consultation request for us 
to review the outcomes and the provision required section of the young person’s EHCP to 
ensure that we can then meet the need. This is followed by the completion of a vocational 
profile and once this is done we then come together and make an informed decision whether 
to offer a place to the young person in question. 

I am sure we can all appreciated that not all training providers are the same so we are 
selective in who we work with and the relationships that we hold with all of them are very 
important. Within this partnership, three of the driving forces behind positive apprenticeship 
outcomes are communication, collaboration and flexibility. With supported apprenticeships 
there are so many variables at play so it is key to maintain that clear line of communication 
between the trainee, employer, training provider and Job Coach and this is done successfully 
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by working together and being flexible in our approach. 

As a supported employment provision we are there to primarily support the trainee in the 
workplace, but this support extends to the training provider and employer to ensure a strong 
three way triangular partnership between all three with the trainee placed right in the centre. 
Our Job Coach support gradually tails off between sixteen and twenty six weeks by which 
point everyone is settled and working well together. This is also key to the trainee’s journey 
towards independence whilst instilling them with a sense of responsibility and ownership. 

I would like to talk about a young man called Stephen who wanted to train to be a care 
worker in a care home. When Stephen left college he was told by his tutors that he would 
never achieve higher than a level one in health and social care. His sister, however, believed 
in him and encouraged him to sign up to our young peoples programme to undertake a level 
2 apprenticeship in health and social care. He began working in a care home with the support 
of a job coach and his education was delivered one to one at his place of work. However, 
shortly after he had started, the care home had a change in management and he had to 
move to another care home to continue his apprenticeship. A few months later Covid hit, yet 
Stephen decided to continue working independently without his job coach throughout all of 
the lockdowns. He worked extremely hard, never giving up. Believe it or not, there was once 
again a change in management at that care home which forced him to move on once again. 
Following an interview with the Martha Trust, Stephen got offered a job in order to complete 
his apprenticeship and as part of this, Stephen had a new job coach which didn’t phase him 
either. His job coach helped prepare him for the end point assessment and we were 
exceptionally pleased to receive news several weeks later that Stephen had succeeded in 
obtaining his apprenticeship, passing his end point assessment with a merit. Stephen has a 
learning disability yet he has achieve so much just as his sister and Little Gate believed he 
could. He attended a Little Gate thank you event and even got up on stage and told the 
audience how much his job meant to him. Stephen loves caring for people and his job at 
Martha Trust has given him an income and has changed his life socially too. He is very 
professional and treats everyone with dignity and respect but he is also a bit of a comedian. 

To conclude supported apprenticeships change lives on so many levels so within our spere 
of influence let’s do everything we can to roll out supported apprenticeships and continue to 
change as many lives as possible. 
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07 Targeted 
employment

Jonathan Smith and Emma Wyatt 

Essex County Council

I would now like to introduce you to Emma and Jonathan from the Targeted Employment 
team at Essex County Council. 
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https://youtu.be/Dg-1nefdtMQ

Good morning everyone, my name is Jonathan Smith and this presentation has been 
prepared by myself and my colleague Emma Wyatt. We are part of the Targeted 
Employment team within Essex County Council and work primarily with Special Educational 
Needs and Disabilities 16 – 25 job seekers unless it is an inclusive apprenticeship which 
we know, has an all age approach. ##

Here at ECC we have four key priorities within our team’s ethos. These are preparing for 
employment through education, developing an inclusive employer culture, inclusive 
pathways into opportunities and SEND job seekers and matching their aspirations to labour 
market information. 

Within ECC we are incredibly proud to have implemented inclusive apprenticeships as a 
viable and sustainable employment pathway for SEND job seekers based on their 
individual aspirations. 

Here is a summary of our key successes on our journey so far and I just want to pick up on 
a couple of points that Emma and I feel are particularly noteworthy. Within Essex County 
Council, we have now embedded inclusive apprenticeships on our entry to work 
programme and this pathway is encouraged as part of a hugely inclusive recruitment 
process moving forward. Another good example would be the work we have undertaken 
with a local insurance broker. This work involved promotion of a neurodiverse workforce, 
vocational profiling and reasonable adjustments to support the onboarding process of an 
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individual. One of the quotes we got back from Arma Karma and their director was that 
vocational profiling has been of huge benefit to both our apprentices and to our 
understanding of reasonable adjustments that can be put into place for new starters coming 
into our business. Not only has it been helpful in making us aware of an individual’s support 
needs, it has also allowed us to have honest and open conversations about anxieties that are 
often faced when starting a new job. 

One of our other success stories has been a young man called Tom who started his inclusive 
apprenticeship as a sports activator coach at level two and I think this slide emphasises 
some of the processes that we have to go through within the Targeted Employment team to 
ensure Tom’s smooth transition onto this fantastic employment opportunity. 

One of the quotes we got from the deputy head at Tom’s school was “Employing Tom as an 
apprentice has really had a positive effect on our organisation. Seeing Tom move onto 
something new has also inspired other young people to consider employment and making 
the reasonable adjustments needed in terms of working hours and entry requirements has 
proved no problem at all. Tom’s reduced hours works perfectly with my staff to both allow the 
delivery of high quality PE and therapeutic sessions and support Tom at the same time. I 
would definitely recommend this pathway to other employers.”

This slide showcases a number of transition pathways onto inclusive apprenticeships, 
however, this is not an exhaustive list. We see huge potential through working alongside our 
supported employment partners and our inclusive employer network that can further support 
the identification of job seekers. 

Here at Essex County Council, we realise the importance of collaborative working and this 
visual emphasises some of the referral partners into our service. We feel that Targeted 
Employment play a pivotal part in providing a brokerage service for employers, training 
providers and job seekers to ensure the success of our inclusive apprenticeships and would 
urge other local authorities to adopt a partnership approach. Having a centralised point of 
contact will support employers knowledge as well as increasing the variety and numbers of 
inclusive training providers that both understand this pathway and are willing to support the 
adjustments available to job seekers. 

We thank you all for listening and I hope this presentation has inspired you as to the value of 
this pathway. Please feel free to email the team at Targeted Employment for more 
information and thank you again for listening. 
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08 Summary

Claire Gardner
Dynamic Training

So in summary, we really hope that you’ve found the range of speakers and presentations 
insightful and helpful. We hope that you can see that supporting individuals with learning 
disabilities, difficulties and/or autism is aspirational and is a really positive way forward to 
ensure progression opportunities. 
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09 Q&A

With today’s speakers
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